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KOREAN UNIFICATION:
THE ZERO-SUM PAST AND THE
PRECARIOUS FUTURE

Victor D. Cha

With the end of the Cold War and uncertainties about the con tinued viability of the North Korean regime, the distant goal of
national unification may finally be on the horizon. As Korea pro gresses toward the end of this long and winding road, a sharper
focus on the once abstract notion of unification is appropriate. This
article offers three perspectives on the topic. First, it analyzes from a
historical perspective why unification dialogue between the two
Koreas has been largely unproductive. Second, it overviews some of
the potential problems and policy priorities in the future process of
unification. And third, it assesses the potential impact of a united
Korea on the balance of power in East Asia.

With the end of the Cold War and uncertainties about the
continued viability of the North Korean regime, the distant goal
of national unification may finally be on the horizon. As Korea
progresses toward the end of this long and winding road, a
sharper focus on the once abstract notion of unification is appropriate. This article offers three perspectives on the topic. First, it
analyzes from a historical perspective why unification dialogue
between the two Koreas has been largely unproductive. Second,
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it overviews some of the potential problems and policy priorities
in the future process of unification. And third, it assesses the
potential impact of a united Korea on the balance of power in
East Asia.

The Zero-Sum Game of Inter-Korean Dialogue
As international relations theorists have argued, interaction
between states can be conceptualized in the framework of a
game.1 One of the determinants of cooperation is the degree to
which states see potential gains from the game in zero-sum or
positive-sum terms. Put very simply, in the latter context, cooperative outcomes can be achieved that make both states better
off, while in the former, gains to one state necessarily come at
the expense of the other. Cooperation is also harder to achieve
when states assess the benefits of interaction with others in relative gains terms—that is, they prefer to cooperate only in those
situations that make them better off relative to the other state.
On the other hand, states that tend to be absolute gains-motivated will cooperate as long as they enjoy gains regardless of the
other side’s gains or losses.
Viewed in these terms, the two Koreas have approached unification dialogue in wholly zero-sum, relative gains terms. For
nearly two decades following the Korean war, contact between
the two regimes was virtually non-existent. Neither recognized
the legitimacy of the other, and dialogue did not advance beyond
mutual recriminations over North Korean provocations.2 Reflecting acute zero-sum attitudes toward cooperation, both governments considered unification only within the context of the overthrow of one system by the other (sônggong t’ongil). During the
Park Chung-hee years, greater emphasis was placed on ROK economic development; however, this was also within the context of
better preparing the ROK for its eventual sônggong t’ongil. For
North Korea, such policies were made obvious by Pyongyang’s
military attempt to unify the peninsula in 1950. It was also manifested in the strategy adopted in the 1960s by North Korean leader Kim Il-sung of fomenting a revolution among the “anti-imperialist” South Korean masses that would pave the way for an
eventual North Korean takeover.3
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The three periods of unification dialogue that followed
these early years exhibited a continuation of these zero-sum
mentalities. Contacts during each of these periods brought temporary reprieves to the general atmosphere of hostility that had
pervaded interaction. However, in most cases, mutual antagonism and distrust terminated dialogue before substantive
progress could be made.
Taking place in the early 1970s, the first period of dialogue
began with humanitarian talks between North and South Korean Red Cross officials on the reunification of separated families.4
Concurrent with these talks, the two governments undertook a
separate channel of secret high-level contacts between ROK
intelligence director, Lee Hu-rak, and his North Korean counterparts, Kim Yong-ju and Vice-premier Park Sung-chul. These visits resulted in the release of the surprise July 4 (1972) NorthSouth joint communique.5
In the communique, Seoul and Pyongyang agreed that unification should be sought through: 1) independent efforts of the
two Koreas, and without interference from external powers; 2)
peaceful means, not by use of force; and 3) the fostering of a
“grand national unity.” The communique provided for the establishment of the North-South Coordinating Committee (NSCC)
which was to serve as the primary governmental channel for
direct dialogue on unification issues. 6 Finally, to further increase
transparency and avert miscalculation, the two governments
established a direct telephone “hotline.”
These measures represented the first attempt to seek nonzero-sum bases for North-South dialogue. The July 4 communique offered a new vision of unification by discarding the sônggong t’ongil notion of attaining unity by force, and committing
both Pyongyang and Seoul (at least in rhetoric) to the principle
of peaceful reconciliation. Moreover, the Red Cross and NSCC
talks set the precedent of bilateral conferences and the exchange
visits of delegations, rather than slander and subversion, as the
primary means by which to achieve this objective. Later proposals by both Seoul and Pyongyang would reiterate the principles
enunciated in the July 4th document.
In spite of these events, bilateral dialogue quickly deteriorated into mutual recriminations. By mid-1973, a total of three
full-dress NSCC sessions and seven Red Cross sessions (in addi-
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tion to countless preliminary meetings) remained deadlocked on
even the simplest issue of mail exchange between separated
families, and both sets of talks were eventually suspended in
August 1973. 7 Behavior still reflected an entrenchment in zerosum sôngong t’ongil attitudes toward unification despite the
semantic changes in the 1972 communique. Premier Kim Jongpil’s statements at the time reflected well this view when he
belittled the communique as nothing more than a “piece of
paper” that did not change North Korea’s basic aspiration to
communize the South.8
The second period of inter-Korean dialogue took place in the
mid-1980s. An unusual gesture of flood relief aid by Pyongyang
(as well as Seoul’s uncharacteristic acceptance of the offer) set off
a spate of contacts in various fields. In October 1984, previously
suspended Red Cross talks were resumed, and telephone
“hotlines” were reconnected. In July 1985, meetings of a newlycreated North-South inter-parliamentary conference produced a
joint declaration reaffirming the principles of peaceful unification
and non-aggression espoused in the July 4th communique. During the period, representatives from the two Koreas also held
meetings on the fielding of united national sports teams for the
1984 Los Angeles Olympics and 1986 Asian Games. 9 In total,
from November 1984 to 1985, sixteen exchanges took place
including five economic council meetings, three Red Cross sessions, and two parliamentary sessions.
While these events again represented a promising turn in
relations, subsequent developments again reflected and reinforced the zero-sum mentalities on the peninsula. Tensions
remained high as a result of the October 1983 Rangoon bombing
against the Chun cabinet. As was the case with the NSCC talks,
the inter-parliamentary meetings and the economic talks could
not reach agreements on even the most picayune of procedural
and agenda-setting issues. For both sides, locked in confrontational mindsets, compromise or concession was tantamount to
defeat.10 Pyongyang unilaterally suspended all channels of dialogue in February 1986 to protest U.S.-ROK Team Spirit military
exercises.
The third and most promising period of inter-Korean dialogue occurred from 1988 to 1992. Following unilateral declarations by the South for greater openness toward North Korea,11
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Seoul and Pyongyang resumed Red Cross talks for a second set
of family reunions. A more successful set of sports exchanges
followed which included inter-Korean exhibition soccer matches
in September 1990, and the fielding of united Korean teams for
the ping-pong world championships in Japan, and the world
youth soccer championships in Portugal (1991).12 Economic relations also saw improvement with two-way trade increasing
from $22 million in 1989 (the first year of direct trade) to $190
million in 1991 and $213 million in 1992.13
Highlighting this growth in inter-Korean contacts were
three exchange visits between ROK Premier Kang Young-hoon
and his counterpart Yon Hyong-muk in September-December
1990. The Kang-Yon talks broke from past precedent in that both
officials were recognized by their prime ministerial titles, and
were accorded treatment as formal representatives of their
respective governments. These resulted in the signing of two
accords: the “Basic Agreement on Reconciliation, Non-aggression, and Exchanges and Cooperation,” (December 13), and the
“Joint Declaration on Denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula”
(December 31).
The Basic Agreement on Reconciliation had a number of
features that distinguished it in both form and substance from
the July 4th communique. First, the 1991 accord was a bonafide
“agreement” (habûisô) that followed the format of an international treaty. It required instruments of ratification and the signatures of both premiers in their official capacities. This technically gave the 1991 accord more binding authority than the 1972
“joint communique” (kongdong sôngmyôngsô) which was signed
by Lee Hu-rak and Kim Yong-ju without official titles, and only
referred to each as “upholding the wishes of their superiors.”14
Second, the two governments explicated in greater depth
and scope the principles contained in the July 4th communique.
The document acknowledged the legitimacy of each system,
thereby ending decades of mutual non-recognition (article 1).
While the 1972 communique envisioned a “grand national
unity” for Korea, the 1991 agreement set out more specifically
what this would entail, including joint natural resource development, commodity transactions, and joint venture projects. In
terms of infrastructure, the document called for the linking of
severed railways and highways, and the opening of air and sea
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routes. And in the societal sphere, “national unity” meant the
promotion of cross-border travel, family reunions, and postal
and communication links (articles 15-20). These were positive
steps recognizing and ameliorating the zero-sum diplomatic
competition that typified both countries’ outlooks.
Third, the Basic Agreement went beyond the provisions of
the 1972 communique by laying out an institutional “roadmap”
for unification. The document provided for the creation, within
specified time periods (1-3 months), of a liaison office at
P’anmunjom, and joint committees for security affairs and cooperative exchanges. In a break from past precedent, it also discussed specific confidence-building measures to be undertaken
by both militaries, including a military command hot line; prior
notification of troop movements and exercises; and the exchange
of military personnel and information (articles 12-13). In
essence, the 1991 accord represented a more sophisticated
understanding of the unification process. The two governments
acknowledged that a period of reconciliation was necessary
prior to unification, and that the starting point of this process
was breaking down decades of distrust, and the acceptance of
each other as equal negotiating partners.
Although the Basic Agreement and Denuclearization Declaration constituted the most promising accomplishments in the
history of unification dialogue, they were flawed from the outset. First, on technical grounds, although the Basic Agreement
carried more authority than the 1972 communique, the document still did not legally bind the parties. Despite its embellishments as an international treaty, it was technically a “gentlemen’s agreement” that was effective only when the two sides
expressed the will and intention to abide by it.15 Second, in spite
of commitments to confidence-building measures, neither agreement was capable of resolving conflicts of interest over vital
security issues, in particular, the controversy over North Korea’s
suspected nuclear weapons program.16 Pyongyang’s intransigence on submitting to IAEA inspections, and its clear penchant
for seeking a resolution to the dispute that excluded Seoul to the
greatest extent possible, resulted in a suspension of North-South
nuclear talks; failure of the two governments to set up a bilateral
inspection regime; and effective nullification of the de-nuclearization declaration. 17 The zero-sum nature of North-South
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relations was also evident in attitudes in Seoul and Pyongyang
toward implementation of the Agreed Framework, and events
subsequent to it. In general, the North complied with those
aspects of the Agreed Framework involving the non-proliferation interests of the U.S. (i.e., freezing nuclear activities and
allowing IAEA monitoring), but has resisted those that involve
cooperation with the South (i.e., accepting ROK-design light
water reactors, and improving North-South dialogue). Through
the lense of zero-sum competition, acknowledging the South’s
role in underwriting the North’s future energy-generating capabilities is tantamount to admitting defeat. In addition, opportunities to improve relations pursuant to the Agreed Framework
also became hostage to zero-sum politics. In 1995 and 1996,
Seoul framed the North’s international plea for food aid as a
political rather than humanitarian issue. They demanded that
the North directly request such aid from Seoul (read by
Pyongyang as “admit defeat”), and that third country donors
refrain from heeding the North’s pleas until Pyongyang
approached the ROK with hat in hand. Thus, regardless of the
agreements reached in 1991, the exchanges in the mid-1980s and
the 1972 communique, the zero-sum relative gains nature of
inter-Korean relations causes every issue to be framed in competitive terms. Not conceding on any issue is a test of regime
legitimacy as each defines its legitimacy in juxtaposition to the
other. The result has been the emasculation of all major initiatives and the lack of results in low politics issues like family
reunions, cultural and sports exchanges, and economic ties.
Ironically, rather than sweeping agreements, it is incremental
cooperation on these latter low politics issues that are the most
crucial for building confidence and reducing mistrust between
the two sides.
The preceding overview of inter-Korean relations has
shown that zero-sum mindsets cause unification dialogue to
progress at a slow and often tenuous pace. This, however, does
not explain what caused initiatives to be made in the first place.
Surveying the history, a number of points in this regard become
clear. First, as the Korean peninsula sits at the intersection of the
geostrategic interests of four major powers (China, Japan, the
former Soviet Union, and the U.S.) in Northeast Asia, a necessary condition for the initiation of dialogue on the peninsula has
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been a change in the external security environment. For example, the sônggong t’ongil policies embraced by both the North
and South throughout the 1950s and 1960s clearly reflected the
Cold War rivalries of the time. Similarly, the breakthrough in
North-South dialogue in 1972 was a function of changes in the
external environment. In particular, overtures by the North and
South Korean Red Cross in August 1971 were a direct response
to Nixon’s surprise announcement of his intention to visit China
only a few weeks earlier (July 15, 1971). In addition, it was only
after the Nixon-Zhou February 1972 summit and the culmination of the Sino-American rapprochement process, that Seoul
and Pyongyang agreed to hold the meetings between Lee Hurak and Kim Yong-ju that led to the July 4th communique.
Similar changes in the external environment surrounded the
1991 breakthrough. Sea changes in the international system
brought about by the events of 1989 lessened the Cold War security concerns that bound Seoul’s unification policy, and generally
imbued the South with greater confidence to induce an opening
of the North. Conversely, the bankruptcy of communism, and
Seoul’s recognition by Beijing and Moscow further isolated
Pyongyang, prompting greater receptivity to dialogue initiatives
on the peninsula. 18 This argument does not purport that the
international environment is the sole causal variable in unification dialogue. Other factors, particularly domestic politics, play
an important role. For example, North Korea’s entering into talks
that led to the 1991 agreement was also motivated by its dire economic situation. Similarly, the 1984-1985 initiatives were prompted on the South Korean side by Chun’s desire to legitimize his
unpopular regime and assure a serene domestic political scene
prior to the 1988 Olympics. And on the North Korean side, these
initiatives stemmed from the need for foreign investment as well
as Kim Il-sung’s desire to make some progress on the unification
front before the fortieth anniversary of Korea’s liberation from
Japanese rule. However, while such domestic issues may have
provided the incentive for Seoul and Pyongyang to improve relations, the permissive and necessary condition for each to take initiatives has been a thaw in the external security environment.
Second, the inability of the two Koreas to sustain progress
after the initiation of dialogue is a function of two factors. In line
with the argument above, the first factor is the international
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environment. As this becomes less accommodating, continued
dialogue between the two Koreas is less forthcoming. Such was
the case, for example, in the 1972-1974 period when a deterioration in inter-Korean relations followed the demise of superpower detente and Sino-American rapprochement. Second, even
when the international environment is accommodating, an additional obstacle to sustained progress in North-South dialogue is
a basic disparity in the strategic objectives of the two sides.
Throughout the history of unification dialogue, the South Korean position has been to seek confidence-building measures with
the North on less controversial issues as a pre-requisite to agreements in more substantive areas. 19 By contrast, North Korean
objectives with regard to inter-Korean talks have been much
more ambitious, bascially setting out a litany of ROK and U.S.
concessions as pre-conditions to “negotiation” or dialogue.
This disparity in strategies has been present in virtually all
interaction between the two sides. For example, at the NSCC
talks in 1972, the Kang-Yon prime ministerial talks in 1990-1991,
and countless other unification proposals by the two governments, the South consistently called for economic cooperation,
and humanitarian projects such as family reunions and cultural
exchanges as a springboard for future political and military
agreements. The North rejected these proposals, and instead
called for the following agenda items: withdrawal of U.S. forces
from the South; repeal of anti-communist laws; release of all
political prisoners; and an arms reduction agreement. This gap
in objectives has resulted in a plethora of empty unification proposals, and recriminations by both sides blaming the other for
not cooperating.
The Contradictions of “Hegemonic Unity”
Contributing to Seoul and Pyongyang’s inability to maintain productive dialogue is the priority placed by both parties
on self-preservation as a prior condition to negotiations. Simply
put, the two Koreas genuinely desire unification, and see this as
inevitable; however, neither is willing to sacrifice its own wellbeing for this goal. What results is an unviable and oxymoronic
conception of “hegemonic unity” evident in both the Northern
and Southern visions of unification, the Democratic Confederal
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Republic of Koryo (DCRK) and the Korean National Community Formula (KNC).20
The DCRK and KNC plans differ in their specifics; however,
the underlying point in both plans is the same. They each focus
on the preservation of two separate political systems as the only
acceptable format for unification. This is clearly reflected in the
North Korean plan which effectively equates the final stage of
integration with two regionally autonomous systems. It is more
subtly, but no less clearly reflected in the KNC plan as well.
While this advocates eventual unification under one political
system, the plan’s focus is on the interim commonwealth stage
of two autonomous political systems. 21 Moreover, while both
plans outwardly offer a vision of the two systems operating
equally under an overarching confederal or commonwealth governing body, each plan implicitly assumes that its system will
dominate. This “hegemonic” conceptualization of unification is
manifest in the pre-conditions of the North’s DCRK plan which
stipulate the legalization of communist parties and the establishment of a “progressive government” in the South before a confederal system can be implemented. 22 For the South, “hegemonic
unity” is reflected in the advocation of a proportional representation voting system for any bi-national bodies, which given the
ROK’s 2 to 1 population advantage over the North, would
ensure a ROK-dominated commonwealth.23 Thus, beneath the
rhetoric of Seoul and Pyongyang’s plans and proclamations lies
the conviction that unification is only possible through dominance. Under such zero-sum mindsets and visions of hegemonic
unity, the absence of sustained progress in inter-Korean dialogue is hardly surprising.

Korean Integration: Problems and Priorities
Beyond the history of unification dialogue, several questions
arise about the actual process of uniting the two Koreas. What
will this look like? Will it be a relatively smooth transition? If not,
what are the potential difficulties? Two scenarios are generally
offered for Korean unification: “gradual” and “sudden.” It is difficult to assess which of these scenarios is more likely, although
North Korea’s current troubles have raised the probability of the
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latter. The preferred outcome for the ROK, the U.S., and the
major powers in the region is obviously the former, in which
policies can dictate events rather than a rush of events dictating
policy. The actual process of unification may fall somewhere
between the two extremes. However, regardless of which scenario comes to fruition, there are a number of policy priorities
and potential problems with which a united Korean government
(presumably under Seoul) will have to grapple with.
Infrastructure and Energy
A pre-requisite for the successful marriage of the two
economies will be the massive redevelopment of North Korean
infrastructure. One priority will be transportation. Despite being
some 25 percent larger in area than the South, North Korea has
less than a third the total roadway capacity (23,000 vs. 70,316
kilometers respectively). While the South boasts 56,389 km of
paved roads and 1,800 km of expressways, comparable figures
for the North stand at a paltry 1,717 km (paved), and 354 km
(highways).24 Moreover, North Korean railways are highly inefficient, and for the most part, have not been modernized since
the Japanese occupation. The upgrading and construction of
comprehensive road and railway networks reconnecting a united Korea will therefore be of paramount importance. In particular, all of the North’s border and coastal areas would require
linking up with Seoul. On the west coast of the peninsula, this
would mean road and railway corridors up through Pyongyang
to the Chinese border. These would connect Seoul to newly
industrializing areas in the North such as Namp’o, and at the far
northwest of the peninsula, areas such as Sinûiju, now the major
embarkation point for railways to China. On the east coast,
extensive road and rail networks would be laid from Wônsan to
Najin. These would connect Seoul with the three cities designated by Pyongyang as special-economic zones (Ch’ôngjin, Unggi
[Sonbong], and Rajin), as well as provide links to the Tumen
River project. This corridor would also facilitate commerce at
the northeastern border with Russia and along the entire east
coast with Japan. As an indicator of the difficulties that transportation links pose to successful integration, recent visitors to
the Rajin-Sonbong Free Trade zone, noted that access to the
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facilities via overland travel was extremely difficult; that there
was only one single lane semi-paved road connecting the two
areas (taking 30 minutes to travel 17 kms); and that roads to
China or Russia from the zone are unpaved and would be
unpassable in less than ideal weather conditions.25 In the in-land
areas of the peninsula, the Seoul-Pyongyang corridor will obviously be a priority. Another major area of development in this
region will be Kaesông. Located only 40 miles north of the DMZ,
this North Korean city serves as a potential residential area for
commuters to Seoul and Inch’ôn.26
A second infrastructural priority will be power and energy.
North Korea’s total electric output capacity (30-35 billion kwh) is
currently less than one-fourth that of Seoul (118-131 billion
kwh). Although the North has relatively smaller energy needs
than the South, estimates show that it experiences a chronic
shortage of 10-15 billion kwh.27 In addition, power transmission
lines are grossly inefficient and visitors to the North have witnessed frequent brownouts. 28 Supplying power to the North
therefore will constitute one of the most important tasks in the
unification process. The costs of such a project will be daunting.
Although Seoul initially will have to reconnect the two national
grids and provide thermal and nuclear energy to make up for
the North’s shortfall, the ROK’s current generating capacity
leaves little excess energy to be tapped. As a result, substantial
costs will be involved in longer-term projects for expanding the
North’s current thermal and hydroelectric generating capacities,
and for constructing new power stations and transmission lines
(the general costs of unification are computed below).29
Employment and Population Transfers
A major policy priority will be border control. When unification comes about, there will be tremendous popular pressure for
German-type immediate and unrestricted cross-border travel.
However, the problems with such a policy are not minor. Once
the North falls, its citizens will become cognizant of the relatively
higher living standards and job opportunities in the South,
resulting in a transborder flood of northerners in search of a better life. Estimates put this influx in the range of 7 million 30—
nearly one-third the North Korean population. The South Korean
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labor and housing market would be incapable of absorbing these
new arrivals, leaving the government with the burden of mass
unemployment (discussed below), relocation of the homeless,
and astronomical social welfare costs. At the same time, one cannot discount the de-stabilizing effects of southerners pressing
northward for lands occupied by northerners based on geneological claims. As a result, it will be incumbent on a united Korean
government to maintain border control during the unification
process. The DMZ will have to remain intact in some form possibly with immigration-type checkpoints for north-south travel.
The government could target three groups for approved crossborder travel in the initial stages of unification. The first would
be separated family members. The second would be individuals
seeking to develop business and commerce in the North. And the
third would be a limited supply of North Korean labor (possibly
through a lottery-type system) for employment in the South. This
undoubtedly will be a politically unpopular policy; however, it
may be the only way to circumvent the problems described
above.31
In addition to preventing an oversupply of labor in the
south, a united Korean government will have to deal with
potentially severe labor redundancy in the north. In particular,
groups hardest hit will be the military, and the chemical and
steel industries. The latter two, although heavily supported by
Kim Il-sung, will not fare well once exposed to free-market
forces. North Korean steel, for example, was found to be of such
poor quality by Chinese, Soviet, and South Korean importers
that it was deemed unusable. Similarly, while technology used
by chemical industries on the eastern coastal city of Hamhûng
was once among the world’s most modern (when first built during the Japanese occupation), by today’s standards, it is now
extremely outdated. As occurred in Germany, many of these
firms will have to shut down, or be wholly taken over by private
South Korean firms for re-tooling. In either case, the result will
be massive layoffs of workers. The same problem appears likely
in the case of the military. North Korea’s armed forces currently
number in excess of 1 million men. With unification, some of
these forces will be absorbed into the South Korean military
(currently 650,000); however, many will become redundant as a
united Korean military which will have little need for forces in
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the range of 1.65 million, and will most likely be pared down to
a third of that number. This promises to be a difficult problem
for the united Korean government. Although the North reports
gross enrollment ratios of about 96 percent in primary and secondary education (comparable to the South’s ratio of 95 percent), the content and quality of this education is suspect. By
comparison, in Germany where the educational gap between
easterners and westerners was relatively smaller, some 80 percent of the former population have had to undergo re-training in
order to function competitively in the economy.32 In the long
term, the re-training of workers and re-location programs may
be able to funnel some of this excess labor into the South as well
as into new sectors in the North (i.e. light industry, construction). However, in the interim period, the government will be
saddled with paying unemployment subsidies and checking
potential social disorder (e.g. alcoholism, crime) caused by disillusioned masses who thought unification would bring them
more.
Linked to the issues of employment and population flows is
monetary union. With unification, the government will most
likely unify the two currencies under the South Korean won.
The challenge here will be to avoid the problems associated with
West Germany’s decision to convert East German marks at parity. This produced an artificial rise in East German income without concurrent increases in productivity, and gave way to high
inflation and a 40 percent unemployment rate in the initial
stages of unification.33 The challenge for a united Korean government will be to unify the two currencies at a rate that accomplishes multiple competing objectives. On the one hand, an
exchange rate must be set that circumvents the inflation and
unemployment problems experienced in the German case. On
the other hand, this rate must be close enough to parity to provide northerners with enough wealth such that they do not
choose to flood south. And on the other hand still, the designated rate must devalue the North Korean won enough to keep
northern wages competitively low. This will be necessary to
attract foreign investment as well as to reap the benefits of the
marriage between South Korean capital and North Korean
labor. This will be a hotly debated issue for the united Korean
government.34
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Social-Psychological Costs
The final set of points relates to the social aspects of unification. An understanding of these issues is best presented in the
form of questions. First, while most Koreans will welcome the
marriage of northern labor and southern capital as beneficial to
the united Korean economy as a whole, South Korean labor
groups may be less enthusiastic. Since the mid-1980s, these
groups have struggled to improve working conditions and raise
wage levels (currently around $900/month versus $80/month in
the North). 35 The prospect of an abundant supply of northern
labor that puts downward pressure on wages will not be looked
upon happily. Questions therefore arise as to how southern
labor will react to unification. Will they resist the northern influx
of low cost labor? Will this be a source of social unrest? Or will
southern labor groups try to co-opt the new arrivals from the
north before management gets to them?
Second, the North Korean population is currently one of the
most isolated in the world. Once unification comes about, this
population will undoubtedly face a period of psychological dislocation as decades of indoctrination and brainwashing under
the “Great Leader” will lose all meaning. This raises the question as to what new moral authority will replace Kimilsungism
for the northerners. Will it be Christianity and Buddhism resulting from an influx of religious groups from the South?36 Or will
it be a resurgence of the Confucian cultural heritage from the Yi
dynasty (1392-1910)?37
Finally, to what extent will regionalism divide a united
Korea? This problem is already well-established in the South
between the politically-dominant Kyôngsang provinces in the
southeast and politically-alienated Chôlla provinces in the
southwest. Similar schisms exist in the North between the western P’yôngan provinces and the eastern Hamgyông provinces,
the former being the home of Kim Il-sung, and the latter being
the home of party cadres as well as the industrial heartland.
These rivalries will continue in some form in the post-unification era. Another possibility is a divide between the northern
and southern provinces as a whole. This has not been unprecedented in Korean history. The early Three Kingdoms period
(pre-7th century) was marked by decades of warfare between
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the Silla, Paekche, and Koguryo states (which correspond
roughly with the present day Kyôngsang, Chôlla, and northern
provinces respectively). The Silla dynasty emerged victorious
from these wars in the 7th century and dominated Koguryo and
Paekche for some three hundred years before being defeated by
the Koguryo state in 935. And the ensuing Koryo dynasty (10th14th c.) was marked by the dominance of the north over Cholla
(Paekche) and Kyôngsang (Silla). 38 It remains to be seen whether
such regional rivalries will emerge in the form of larger scale
political divisions in a united Korea. In addition, the problems
that have emerged in a social-psychological context in Germany
are not beyond the realm of possibility in Korea. In spite of
Korea’s vibrant nationalism, more affluent and educated southerners will hold superiority complexes over their northern
brethren. Northerners will see their southern counterparts as
materialistic and money-crazed. Much as in the German case,
southerners, while initially welcoming unity, may increasingly
grow resentful at the costs they must bear in the form of taxes
and social welfare burdens to assimilate the North. The Korean
“wall in peoples’ minds” will be an extremely complex problem
which is unavoidable in either a soft or hard landing scenario.

United Korea and the Northeast Asian Balance of Power
The final task in a discussion of unification is to look
beyond the problems and priorities in the integration process,
and briefly consider the effect of a united Korea on the strategic
balance in Northeast Asia. One triad that deserves particular
attention is that between a united Korea, China and Japan. The
interaction between the latter two over Korea has always been
historically significant. The Mongol and Hideyoshi invasions of
the 13th and 16th centuries, the Sino-Japanese war at the close of
the 19th century, and the Japanese occupation of the 20th century all stemmed in one way or another from competition for a
foothold on the peninsula. The strategic importance of Korea for
the two Asian powers was also evident during the Cold War as
the peninsula served as both a forward and rear line of defense
for Japan and China. Some predictions about the future relationships among these three powers is therefore appropriate. If the
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past is any indicator, Sino-Japanese interaction over Korea will
again be a key ingredient in the stability (or instability) of a postunification, post-Cold War Northeast Asia.
There are essentially two views on a united Korea’s position
in East Asia. The first might be called the “conventional” view.
Simply put, this states that a united Korean government (presumably dominated by the South) will be a key actor in the
region, and will be more independent of U.S. influence. Regarding China, growing economic ties, the recent normalization of
Seoul-Beijing relations, historical affinities stemming from the Yi
dynasty (1392-1910), and a common Confucian heritage will
move Seoul in the direction of cooperative relations with its
northern neighbor. On the other hand, historical animosities,
economic rivalries, and resurgent nationalism will drive a united Korea toward contentious relations with Japan.39
The second is the vision of “armed neutrality.” This foresees
an independent and united Korea enmeshed in the Northeast
Asian regional economy. Investment and trade ties would reinforce the recently normalized relations with China, and would
ease historical antagonisms with Japan. Militarily, a united
Korea would remain neutral in the East Asian balance. This
would be along the lines of Austria, or more appropriately
Switzerland, in which Korea would adopt a declaration of neutrality but would develop an increasingly self-sufficient military
that could stand down any power who attempted to exert influence against it.40
An alternative vision is equally feasible. This agrees that the
economic and military capabilities of a united Korea would
make it a prominent regional power. It also agrees that even
though alliance ties may continue between Korea and the U.S. in
the post-unification era, the absence of a North Korean threat,
and Washington’s long-term commitment to decrease its regional security responsibilities will make Korea (by choice or by
necessity) less reliant on the U.S. Where this view differs from
the conventional wisdom and the “neutrality” arguments is in
its assessment of relations with China and Japan. In particular, it
foresees a triangular dynamic marked by an increasing isolation
of Beijing and an improvement in a united Korea’s ties with
Tokyo. Three factors lead to this assessment: 1) the geopolitical
imperatives inherent in a unification of the peninsula; 2) the
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exorbitant costs of unification; and 3) as already cited, a less
dominant U.S. presence in post-Cold War Asia.
China: Geostrategic Realities
In order to understand a united Korea’s relations with
China, one must begin with the 1992 Seoul-Beijing normalization pact. South Koreans were certainly ecstatic over this agreement. It not only marked the end of decades of hostile relations
with a former adversary, but also opened a vast array of economic opportunities for Korean business. However, perhaps
more significantly, normalization was welcomed by South Koreans because it amounted to a diplomatic coup over the North. In
conjunction with the normalization pact with Moscow, the ROK
succeeded in wooing Pyongyang’s two primary supporters into
its camp. This marked the ultimate victory in Seoul’s zero-sum,
relative gains strategic competition on the peninsula. In this
sense, the diplomatic isolation of Pyongyang has been a major
incentive for Seoul’s nordpolitik. 41 While couched in the language of post-Cold War engagement and liberal conceptions of
security, the northern policy was both motivated by and reaffirmed Seoul’s Cold War containment objectives on the peninsula.42 In a unification scenario, however, this containment rationale disappears. Instead, a united Korea would have to contend
with sharing a vast 800-mile land border with a militarily and
economically burgeoning China whose intentions are not transparent. China’s current rates of military buildup and economic
growth, and its sheer size make it the one power in the region
that other states cannot balance against alone. These factors,
coupled with Chinese ambitions in Southeast Asia make consideration of it as one of the most likely threats in post-Cold War
Asia unavoidable.43 Moreover, a united Korea would face this
situation without the same U.S. security guarantees enjoyed
during the Cold War. A united Korea might therefore view
China as the new proximate threat, and almost certainly would
heavily fortify its northern border.
A number of additional factors do not bode well for united
Korea-China relations. Optimists point out that the rapid
growth in ROK-China economic relations will only multiply
when Korea unifies. Virtually non-existent during the 1970s,
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bilateral trade increased exponentially from the mid-1980s (e.g.,
$461 million in 1985 to $5.8 billion in 1991 and $9 billion in
1993). China has become the third largest foreign investment
market for the ROK, and the ROK has become Beijing’s eighth
largest trading partner.44 In spite of these trends, it is difficult to
see how these would wholly mollify security concerns. Much of
the initial euphoria among South Koreans since the normalization accord in fact has worn off, and certain economic realities
are setting in. For example, despite investing heavily in the
China market, South Korean businesses have been victimized by
Beijing’s abrupt suspension of joint venture projects on numerous occasions. This all-too-common occurrence has made South
Korean investors wary of the economic risks associated with an
authoritarian government. In addition, the ROK’s trade deficit
with China is not insubstantial. This reached $1 billion in 1991,
and is already spawning trade friction between Seoul and Beijing. Another concern is that China’s low production costs and
devalued currency have made its products so competitive that
they now challenge the South for market share in Japan and the
U.S. From the late-1980s to early-1990s, for example, Korea’s
advantage over China in exports to the U.S. decreased from
$11.6 billion to $3.3 billion. Similarly, while South Korean
exports to Japan outpaced those of China by $1.9 billion in the
late-1980s, by the 1990s China had surpassed the ROK by $4 billion.45 Rather than consider China an economic partner, Koreans
may increasingly see China as an economic threat.46
Renewed Korean nationalism arising from unification could
also translate into animosities toward China. While much
emphasis is placed on negative Korean attitudes toward Japan,
these seem equally relevant in the Chinese case. It was China,
not Japan, with whom the Koreans most recently fought a war.
Coupled with this nationalism, the political mood of a postunified Korean society will most likely be strongly anti-communist. In particular, once North Koreans realize what decades of
Kimilsungism has deprived them of, the resulting indignation
will eradicate any residual affinity for socialism that might be
harbored in a united Korea. This would infuse Seoul’s attitudes
toward the Chinese government as it stands today with a considerable degree of distrust and suspicion.
Similar anxieties and concerns would exist on the Chinese
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side. Throughout the history of Korea’s division, it has often
been observed that none of the major powers have an interest in
a change in the status quo on the peninsula. This is especially
the case for China. The absorption of the North into a unified
Korea under Seoul would present Beijing with the prospects of
another non-compliant power (a la Vietnam) on its southern
flank with a competing ideological and social system. 47 Moreover, China would not pass lightly over the security implications of such a situation. For example, it has already begun
expressing concerns about the buildup of South Korean (and
Japanese) naval forces.48 These concerns would be exacerbated
in the case of a united Korea. Finally, nationalist fervor from a
united Korea may raise Beijing’s concern about the ethnic Korean communities in southern Manchuria. Highly educated and
living autonomously in Jilin province, this population numbers
some two million and constitutes the largest contingent of overseas Koreans in the world. 49 A potentially serious situation could
arise between Seoul and Beijing if the latter perceives this ethnic
minority as an internal security risk.
Japan: Economic Pragmatism
In contrast to the dim outlook for a united Korea’s relations
with Beijing, the prospects for cooperation with Japan appear
bright. The primary factor weighing in favor of this proposition
is the cost of unification. Estimates are that in a best case scenario (i.e., phased unification preceded by a period of economic
reform in the North), the total investment required to bring
North Korean productivity levels to 60 percent of the ROK’s
capacity would be $774 billion—substantially more than the
ROK’s annual GNP. Evenly spread over ten years, this averages
to an annual outlay far in excess of the ROK’s entire national
budget. A report by the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) factored in additional sources of domestic financing such as “unification tax” revenues, peace dividends resulting from a rationalization of the two militaries, and North Korean contributions,
but still found the cost of unification to be in the range of $500$610 billion over ten years. More recent studies in 1996 put the
cost of unification in the even more pessimistic range of $1 to 2
trillion.50 South Koreans are also fully aware that any attempt to
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underwrite unification will be infinitely more difficult than the
German case. ROK per capita GNP is only 25 percent that of
West Germany; moreover the gap between the East and West
German economies was much smaller than that between the two
Koreas. While Germany’s unification bill (estimated between
$500 billion to $1 trillion) occupied only some 10 percent of the
national budget, a low-end figure of $500 billion for Korea’s unification is over ten times Seoul’s national budget. In addition,
while West Germany was geographically larger and four times
more populated than its counterpart, the ROK is 25 percent
smaller in area and only twice as populated as the North. This
presages a relatively heavier burden in terms of infrastructure
and social welfare costs.
The ROK therefore does not possess the will or the capacity
to finance unification alone. It will need substantial inflows of
foreign aid and investment (e.g. through government bond
sales, international borrowing, grants-in-aid, etc.). The most likely source of this capital will be Japan. Neither the U.S., the European countries, nor international organizations will be capable
of undertaking such a task in any major form. By contrast, Japan
has a history of economic success in Korea, and extensive business contacts as a result of this history. This is true not only for
Seoul, but also for Pyongyang where the North Korean resident
community (Chosen Soren) in Japan has negotiated trade
between the two countries since the 1970s. More importantly,
the Japanese will be motivated by the cheap, literate, and proximate labor pool offered by the northern work force after unification. They will be eager to take part in infrastructural projects
such as expansion throughout the peninsula of the current $8
billion Seoul-Pusan high speed railway. Another major area of
Japanese investment will be in tourism, and in particular, the
development of Kûmgang-san and Paekdu-san as resort areas
along the lines of Chung Ju-yung’s January 1989 proposal. A
third area of interest will be the development of the entire eastern coast of the peninsula stretching from Wônsan to Najin for
trade and manufacturing purposes. In short, just as Japan filled
South Korea’s foreign capital needs in the early stages of economic development in the 1960s and 1970s, it will do so again
during the unification process. Koreans will no doubt oppose a
major role for Japan in yet another watershed in Korea’s history.
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Indeed, historical-emotional resentment of the Japanese runs so
deep that it is often indistinguishable from Korean patriotism.
However, it will be incumbent on Koreans to disentangle these
two notions. Nationalism as “anti-Japanism” in the past will
have to be transcended by nationalism as “pro-Koreanism” in
the future. Koreans should be capable of doing this; besides, if
an orderly and financially feasible unification is the central
objective, there may be little choice in the matter.
Would Japan cooperate with a united Korea? There have
been two basic arguments (advanced largely by Koreans) that
Japan would oppose unification. One states that a united Korea
would possess the military capabilities and the motive (i.e.
revenge) to pose a threat to Japan. The other argues that a united
Korea would challenge Japan economically. Both of these are
overstated. First, the economic argument is only partially true.
As was the case with the South Korean economy, the infusion of
Japanese capital and technology into a united Korea will end up
posing challenges to Japanese businesses in certain sectors (the
“boomerang” effect). However, a united Korean economy in
total does not threaten to overtake Japan. The combined population of the two Koreas would still be only 50 percent that of
Japan. Moreover, the South Korean economy, despite its success,
is currently only 1/14 the size of Japan. The addition of North
Korean industry and mineral resources would marginally close
this gap at best.
Second, while Koreans, both North and South, harbor deep
resentment toward the Japanese, there is no historical precedent
that this would translate into a united Korean military threat
directed at Japan. The Korean peninsula has often been referred
to as a “dagger” pointed at the heart of Japan; however, aggression against Japan has historically come through Korea by the
Chinese, not by Koreans per se (e.g. 13th century Mongol invasions). As alluded to above, a united Korea would also be preoccupied with threats on its northern border, leaving it little luxury to indulge fantasies about retribution against the Japanese.51
Third, arguments that Japan would be threatened by a joint
North-South Korean military are misfounded. Based on current
levels, the two Korean militaries total around 1.65 million with
combined defense expenditures on the order of $14 billion (25
percent of GNP for the South and 30 percent for the North). 52
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This would indeed be intimidating to Japan. However, in a unification scenario, a rationalization of the two militaries would
almost certainly take place. Using the traditional ratio of military forces at 1 percent of the population, force levels for a united Korea would more likely number around 500,000 to 650,000
which is less than current ROK levels. Finally, the same concerns
that figure in Tokyo’s geostrategic thinking in the post-Cold
War era would be relevant in a unification scenario. Japan
would face uncertain relationships with Russia and China, and
would have to contend with pressure from the U.S. to burdenshare in the region. Both of these factors would make Japan
more receptive to cooperative ties with Korea.
In sum, the regional balance in a post-unification, post-Cold
War Northeast Asia will be characterized by a growing alignment between Korea and Japan on the one hand, and growing
tensions between Korea and China on the other.53 The latter will
be the result of geostrategic imperatives. History has shown that
the potential for insecurity spirals among states with contiguous
land borders is high. In this regard, a united Korea will face a
military and economic behemoth on its northern border. It will
not have the autonomous capabilities to balance against this
power; in addition, in the post-Cold War era, it will not have the
luxury of certain U.S. security guarantees. While a united Korea
will certainly experience its share of animosities and trade frictions with Japan, these will be dampened by the more proximate
Chinese threat, and by the need for Japanese financial support
during the unification process. Furthermore, this relationship
(presumably between Tokyo and a united Korean government
under Seoul) will still be grounded in the decades of normalized
Japan-South Korean relations since 1965 that will have preceded
unification. It will also be grounded in the experience of common security ties with the U.S. for the entire postwar and Cold
War eras. While these relations do not constitute “institutions”
in the formal sense of a European NATO or EC, they do breed a
familiarity between Japan and Korea that is not present in dealings between Seoul and Beijing leaders.54 By contrast, the reservoir of experiences that a united Seoul government and Beijing
could draw on would not extend further back than 1992. Compelled to balance against the more proximate and more unfamiliar threat, Korea will look to Japan with greater fondness.
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Trends in this direction are already noticeable. For example,
during a 1993 trip to China, ROK Foreign Minister Han Sung-joo
explicitly told Beijing authorities that while Japan once administered Korea as a colony, it was no longer seen as threatening.55
ROK Defense Ministry White Papers for 1993 stated that given
the fluidity of the security environment in a post-Cold War East
Asia, expanding cooperation with Japan was an important ingredient for the peaceful reunification of the peninsula.56 In addition,
in 1994 summit meetings between Premier Hosokawa and President Kim Young-sam, the two leaders called for a new relationship “to discard past prejudices and look to the future with open
hearts and minds.” Kim further stated that a united Korea would
pose no threat to Japan, and that the two states would be “trustworthy” partners.57 Finally, in conjunction with the North Korean
nuclear dispute, scenarios predicated on a sudden collapse of the
North have already been a topic of discussion in tripartite talks at
the assistant foreign minister level between Tokyo, Seoul, and
Washington.58 While this is all admittedly very preliminary evidence, it does suggest some support of the above propositions.59

Conclusion
What appeared to be insurmountable Cold War obstacles for
unification of the peninsula only a few years ago have disappeared. This is not to say unification is a foregone conclusion.
There are many uncertainties indeed. However, at the same time,
there are certain things we can point to as relatively predictable.
Whether unification occurs at the end of this decade or after,
South Korea will dominate the new Korean entity. It will be faced
with a huge task, and the Korean capacity to wade through
adversity will be tested as citizens on both sides of the border will
have to brace themselves for a period of social and economic sacrifice. Furthermore, in spite of Korea’s desire for unification without the involvement of external powers, the financial burden of
unification, and the interests at stake for all the regional powers
on the peninsula will make this an international project that tests
the limits of multilateral cooperation in East Asia. While this analysis does not offer the most sanguine portrayal of unification, the
fact that the debate has moved beyond merely a recounting of the
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history of North-South dialogue to a discussion of the integration
process and its implications is itself an indicator that the distance
left to be travelled on the unification road grows shorter and its
end hovers visibly on the horizon.
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